Here is information on
“Bat Rolling” from a
person who does it!
Each bat I roll is treated like my
own. With new bats, I take all
efforts to maintain overall
appearance of your bat such as
graphics & paint making sure
they look them same as when
you sent it in. I roll bats evenly
both parallel & perpendicular, to
ensure that almost entire barrel
becomes on giant sweet spot.
Bats are rolled in most cases
same day recieved & shipped
next business day via USPS
Priority 2-3 day services. Photos
will be taken of your bat during
the process and emailed to you
upon completion, just prior to
return shipping.

What is bat rolling?
Bat rolling is a compressing
process which expedites the
break in period of a composite
bat. I roll bats through my bat
rolling machine which is
specifically designed for bat
rolling. The entire barrel will be
EVENLY broken in and there will
not be any dead spots in the bat.
Why do you need your bat
rolled?
It reduces the amount of time to
break in your bat. This is a
COMPLETE break in of your
bat, not only a certain part of the
barrel, but the whole barrel and
it's evenly broken in. Most
composite bats get hotter as
they get older. The more hits on
a composite bat, the better
performance you get out of it. A
rolled bat is similar to having
approximately 500 hits on a
composite bat. Rolling will
eliminate dead spots, instantly
giving a brand new bat around
30-60 feet more distance,
which can be the difference

between a homerun and an out.
Your line drives and ground balls
will get through the infield with
blazing speed.. If you don't have
a rolled bat, chances are your
opponent will have one and will
have the advantage on your
team. A rolled bat will increase
the pop in your bat and that will
equal more distance. I have
heard but not have been able to
confirm that bat rolling prolongs
the life of composite bats. Your
line drives will get through the
infield faster which will result in
more hits. I have brought bats
which friends have thought were
dead back to life. Bat rolling is
LEGIT, it is not an alteration or
modification to the bat. You will
not be able to tell your bat has
been rolled except by its
performance. Bat rolling will
NOT void the manufacturer's
warranty like shaving will. There
is no end cap removal.

Rolling does not shorten the
life of your bat
Once you bat has been rolled it
will have the same durability it
did before rolling. It will however
be performing at its highest
level.
Roll your bat even if it's
already been used
Even bats the have been used
will benefit from our rolling
process. Bats that have 300-400
hits on them are being rolled all
the time and after the owners
get the bats back they are will be
very surprised with the results.
In most cases you haven't
properly broken your bat in and
after a good rolling your bat will
performance at it's highest
potential.
Types of bats that can be
rolled

Any composite bat can be rolled
to increase the performance.
This includes Softball bats
(Fastpitch or Slowpitch) and
Baseball bats (2 1/4", 2 5/8" and
2 3/4' barrels). Some people
claim to roll Aluminum bats but it
is not worth it since it does not
improve performance at all on
an aluminum bat.

